Our Universal collection features timeless designs complementing any of our Waterworks or Waterworks Studio families. With a wide range of product, from fittings to accessories, Universal adds exquisite proportion and balance to any environment.
Universal

Two Way Diverter Valve Trim for Pressure Balance with Modern Dots
STYLE UN2PM1 (US & UK)

Two Way Diverter Valve Trim for Pressure Balance with Roman Numerals
STYLE UN2PR1 (US & UK)

Two Way Diverter Valve Trim for Pressure Balance with Modern Dots
STYLE UN2TM1 (US & UK)

Three Way Diverter Valve Trim for Thermostatic with Modern Dots
STYLE UN3PM1 (US & UK)

Three Way Diverter Valve Trim for Thermostatic with Roman Numerals
STYLE UN3PR1 (US & UK)

Three Way Diverter Valve Trim for Thermostatic with Modern Dots
STYLE UN3TM1 (US & UK)

Three Way Diverter Valve Trim for Thermostatic with Roman Numerals
STYLE UN3TR1 (US & UK)

Three Way Diverter Valve Trim for Thermostatic with Graphics
STYLE UN3TG1 (US & UK)

Two Way Diverter Valve Trim for Thermostatic with Graphics
STYLE UN2TG1 (US & UK)

Two Way Diverter Valve Trim for Pressure Balance with Graphics
STYLE UN2PG1 (US & UK)

Two Way Diverter Valve Trim for Pressure Balance with Modern Dots
STYLE UN2PM1 (US & UK)

Recessed Ceiling Mounted 9 ¾" Shower Rose
STYLE UNSH10 (US & UK)

Ceiling Mounted 12" Recessed Square Shower Head with White Lights
STYLE UNSH12 (US & UK)

5" Shower Head
STYLE UNSH23 (US & UK)

5" Shower Head with Adjustable Spray
STYLE UNSH05 (US & UK)
Universal

8" Shower Rose
STYLE UNSH18 (US & UK)

8" Shower Rose
STYLE UNSH19 (US & UK)

6" Shower Rose
STYLE UNSH20 (US & UK)

10" Shower Rose
STYLE UNSH21 (US & UK)

12" Shower Rose
STYLE UNSH22 (US & UK)

6" Rain Shower Head
STYLE UNSH29 (US & UK)

5" Shower Rose
STYLE UNSH32 (US & UK)

2 3/4" Shower Head with Adjustable Spray
STYLE UNSH38 (US & UK)

3 1/4" Shower Head with Adjustable Spray
STYLE UNSH40 (US & UK)

3 1/4" Shower Head with Adjustable Spray
STYLE UNSH43 (US & UK)

Round Flat 9 1/2" Shower Head
STYLE UNSH42 (US ONLY)

17" Wall Mounted Shower, Arm and Flange
STYLE UNSH34 (US & UK)

Vertical Shower, Arm and Flange
STYLE UNSH36 (US) / UN36SH (UK)

Shower Arm and Flange
STYLE UNSH90 (US ONLY)

Universal 3 1/2" Shower Head, Arm and Flange with Adjustable Spray
STYLE UNSH25 (US ONLY)

2 1/4" Shower Head, Arm and Flange
STYLE UNSH27 (US ONLY)
2 3/4” Shower Head, Arm and Flange  
STYLE UNSH72 (US) / UN72SH (UK)

1 1/4” Cylindrical Body Spray  
STYLE UNBS13 (US) / UN13BS (UK)

Body Spray  
STYLE UNBS16 (US) / UN16BS (UK)

Spray Bar  
STYLE UNBS76 (US) / UN76BS (UK)

Wall Mounted Tub Spout  
STYLE UNTS22 (US) / UN22TS (UK)

Wall Mounted Tub Spout  
STYLE UNTS34 (US) / UN34TS (UK)

Wall Mounted Tub Spout with Diverter  
STYLE UNTS38 (US) / UN38TS (UK)

Angle Faucet Supply Kits 1/2” Compression x 3/8” O.D. Compression  
STYLE UNMS32 (US ONLY)

Angle Faucet Supply Kits 1/2” Sweat x 3/8” O.D. Compression  
STYLE UNMS34 (US ONLY)

Angle Faucet Supply Kits 3/8” IDS x 3/8” O.D. Compression  
STYLE UNMS36 (US ONLY)

Angle Faucet Supply Kits 1/2” IPS X 3/8” O.D. Compression  
STYLE UNMS38 (US ONLY)

Pair of 3 1/4” X 5 1/2” X 35” Floor Unions  
STYLE UNUN32 (US & UK)

Two Way Diverter Valve for Thermostatic Shower Systems  
STYLE GUDV14 (US) / GU14DV (UK)

Two Way Diverter Valve for Pressure Balance Shower Systems  
STYLE GUDV23 (US) / GU23DV (UK)

Three Way Diverter Valve for Pressure Balance Shower Systems  
STYLE GUDV65 (US) / GU65DV (UK)

Three Way Diverter Valve for Thermostatic Shower Systems  
STYLE GUDV66 (US) / GU66DV (UK)
Lavatory Wall Mounted Rough Valve (Used with Lever Handle Lavatory Faucet)  
STYLE GULV25 (US) / GU25LV (UK)

Lavatory Wall Mounted Rough Valve (Used with Cross or Wheel Handle Lavatory Faucets)  
STYLE GULV27 (US) / GU27LV (UK)

Pressure Balance Valve  
STYLE GUPB81 (US) / GU81PB (UK)

Pressure Balance Valve with Integrated Diverter  
STYLE GUPB87 (US) / GU87PB (UK)

1/2" Thermostatic Valve  
STYLE GUTH37 (US) / GU37TH (UK)

1/4" Thermostatic Valve  
STYLE GUTHS6 (US) / GU56TH (UK)

1/2" Counter-Clockwise Open Volume Control Valve  
STYLE GUVC16 (US) / GU16VC (UK)

1/4" Counter-Clockwise Open Volume Control Valve  
STYLE GUVC17 (US) / GU17VC (UK)

1/2" Clockwise Open Volume Control Valve  
STYLE GUVC18 (US) / GU18VC (UK)

3/4" Thermostatic Valve  
STYLE GUTH37 (US) / GU37TH (UK)

1/2" Thermostatic Valve  
STYLE GUTH56 (US) / GU56TH (UK)

3/4" Counter-Clockwise Open Volume Control Valve  
STYLE GUVC16 (US) / GU16VC (UK)

3/4" Counter Open Volume Control Valve  
STYLE GUVC17 (US) / GU17VC (UK)

USA Pop-Up Lavatory Drain  
STYLE UNLD07 (US ONLY)

Slab Support  
1 1/4" X 21" X 1 1/4"  
STYLE UNSS91 (US & UK)

Euro Style Lift and Turn Lavatory Drain Without Overflow  
STYLE UNLD01 (US & UK)

Euro Style Lift and Turn Lavatory Drain With Overflow  
STYLE UNLD20 (US & UK)

Bar Sink Strainer 2"  
STYLE UNKS15 (US & UK)

USA Push-Touch Lavatory Drain  
STYLE UNLD16 (US ONLY)
Universal

USA Push-Touch Lavatory Drain
STYLE UNLD17 (US ONLY)

USA Push-Touch Lavatory Drain
STYLE UNLD18 (US ONLY)

Push-Touch Waste and Overflow Drain
STYLE UNWO15 (US & UK)

Drain Plug Waste and Overflow Drain
STYLE UNWO15 (US & UK)

Pop-Up Waste and Overflow Drain
STYLE UNWO51 (US & UK)

Drain Plug Waste and Overflow Drain
STYLE UNWO76 (US & UK)

Shower Drain
STYLE UNSD02 (US & UK)

Tile-In Shower Drain
6" X 6"
STYLE UNSD06 (US & UK)

28" Channel Shower Drain
STYLE UNSD28 (US ONLY)

36" Channel Shower Drain
STYLE UNSD36 (US ONLY)

48" Channel Shower Drain
STYLE UNSD48 (US ONLY)

Standard P-Trap
1½" X 1½"
STYLE UNPT45 (US ONLY)

Bottle P-Trap
1½" X 1½"
STYLE UNPT48 (US ONLY)

Bidet P-Trap
1½" X 1½"
STYLE UNPT94 (US ONLY)

Milwaukee P-Trap
1½" X 1½"
STYLE UNPT98 (US ONLY)
Universal

Boston P-Trap
1 1/2" X 1 1/4"
STYLE UNPT99 (US ONLY)

Standard P-Trap
1 1/2" X 32mm
STYLE UN40PT (UK ONLY)

Bottle P-Trap
32mm X 32mm
STYLE UN49PT (US ONLY)

Angle Watercloset Supply Kits
1/2" Sweat x 3/8" O.D. Compression
STYLE UNMS33 (US & UK)

Angle Watercloset Supply Kits
1/2" IPS x 3/8" O.D. Compression
STYLE UNMS35 (US & UK)

Angle Watercloset Supply Kits
1/2" IPS x 1/2" O.D. Compression
STYLE UNMS37 (US ONLY)

Straight Watercloset Supply Kit
1/2" Sweat x 1/2" O.D. Compression
STYLE UNMS393 (US ONLY)

Straight Shower Rod
STYLE UNSR01 (US & UK)

Metal Round Two Leg Single Washstand
28" X 19 1/8" X 31 1/8"
STYLE UNWS22 (US & UK)

Metal Round Four Leg Single Washstand
28" X 20" X 31 1/8"
STYLE UNWS28 (US & UK)

Metal Round Three Leg Double Washstand
56" X 19 1/8" X 31 1/8"
STYLE UNWS33 (US & UK)

Two Leg Single Washstand
Packaged with Sink and Slab Top
30" X 21" X 33 1/4"
STYLE UNWS02 (US & UK)

Four Leg Single Washstand
Packaged with Sink and Slab Top
30" X 21" X 32 1/2"
STYLE UNWS04 (US & UK)

Drop In or Undermount Rectangular
Vitreous China Lavatory Sink
22 1/16" X 16 1/16" X 7 1/2"
STYLE UNLV22 (US & UK)

18" Grab Bar
STYLE UNGB18 (US & UK)
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24" Grab Bar  
STYLE UNGB24 (US & UK)

36" Grab Bar  
STYLE UNGB36 (US & UK)

Fabric Shades for Rectangular Wall Mounted Sconce  
STYLE 240445 (US & UK)

Small Wall Mounted Corner Soap Basket  
STYLE UNBA72 (US & UK)

Large Wall Mounted Corner Soap Basket  
STYLE UNBA74 (US & UK)

Extra Large Wall Mounted Corner Soap Basket  
STYLE UNBA75 (US & UK)

110V Metal Towel Warmer  
STYLE UNTW44 (US ONLY)

230V Metal Towel Warmer  
STYLE UN44TW (UK ONLY)

Deck Mounted Soap Dispenser  
STYLE UNSD23 (US & UK)

Modern One Hole High Profile Kitchen Faucet, Metal Lever Handle and Spray  
STYLE UNKM10 (US) / UN10HM (UK)

Modern Wall Mounted Articulated Pot Filler, Metal Lever Handle  
STYLE UNPF01 (US) / UN01PF (UK)

Kitchen Sink Strainer 3 1/4"  
STYLE UNKS30 (US & UK)